
BFF’s
Living into the Power of Friendship | 4Love (Part 2)

Text: 1 Sam 18:1-6; John 15:12-17

We are talking this month about the FOUR LOVES. We’re trying to get a better 
understanding of the four major forms of love that constitute life’s greatest kind 
of wealth and influence. Last week we explored the mode of love commonly 
called  AFFECTION (or storge, as the Greek New Testament puts it). If you 
missed that message, be sure to go online or stop by our front desk and get a 
copy of the messages that Rick and I gave on this foundational subject. I know 
that attendance will be high NEXT week because we’ll be discussing ROMANCE 
(eros) and the week after to CHARITY (agape). Today, however, I want to 
explore with you the wonders of that particular form of love that the Bible calls 
philia or more commonly, FRIENDSHIP.  

One of the great paradoxes of our time is that many of us have dozens, if not 
hundreds of companions, but few friends. A companion is someone with whom 
we travel for a season in life. They are the people whose pictures and posts we 
see on our social network, whose faces we see at school or church, whose 
partnership (of sorts) we have at work. It’s good to have companions, people 
with whom we feel some AFFECTION. But it is one of life’s greatest blessings to 
experience the love of true FRIENDSHIP.

Lew Smedes once wrote something that spoke the desire of my heart and 
maybe yours on this subject: "We all want someone who knows us better than 
anyone else does, and yet accepts us, enjoys us, needs us, holds nothing back 
from us... [Someone with whom] we talk about things we don't talk about with 
other people... [and] do things that we don't want to do with anyone else, at 
least not as much as we want to do them with each other... I'm not talking 
about a casual friend, or a friendly acquaintance, but a best friend... someone 
who is there for us when we want to be near... [and] who sticks with us even 
when being our friend costs them something."

Have you got someone like that in your life – someone whom you know will be 
a “BFF” – a best friend forever? Would like to have one? Maybe most 
importantly, are you willing to BE a friend like that to others? This morning I’d 
like to reflect with you on a few specific things you and I can do to increase 
the chances that such deep relationships will form, or even improve the odds 
that a few of our good friendships will become even better ones. We can talk 
all we want to about how we “LOVE” people, but it is only when our 
relationships are characterized by some of the specific behaviors we’re going to 
study this morning, that we can truly call ourselves “friends” in the fullest 
sense.  There may be no other ministry you practice in the church, no other 
mission you have in the world, more significant than exercising true 
FRIENDSHIP.



A Friend Attaches to Another

Few stories in the Bible better describe the nature of true friendship than the 
relationship between Jonathan and David, recorded in 1 Samuel and elsewhere. 
So close was this friendship that the Bible says that Jonathan became one in 
spirit with David, and he loved him as himself (1 Sam 18:1).  Many 
scholars believe that it was this friendship that David's son, Solomon, was 
thinking of when he penned the Proverb that states: There is a friend who 
sticks closer than a brother (Prov 18:24). The scriptures tell us that after 
Jonathan was killed on the field of battle, David never stopped grieving him.  
David spoke of their friendship as even "more wonderful" than the romantic 
love of his wives. For the rest of his life, David went about saying: Is there 
anyone to whom I can show kindness for Jonathan's sake? (2 Sam 9:1). 

Wow. Can you imagine having someone feel that way about you?  It becomes 
easier to see why David had such feelings when you consider the amazing 
ATTACHMENT Jonathan had made to him. Three separate times the Bible says 
that Jonathan "made a covenant" (1 Sam 18:3) -- which means he "made a 
solemn commitment before God" to care for his friend.  As we look at some of 
the ways this commitment played itself out, think about how we might let this 
friendship be a model for how you and I might be the very best of friends to 
some of the people in our lives.

A Friend Affirms & Arms Another

To understand the first of these ways, you need to picture the setting of our 
Old Testament text. The scene is the court of Saul, the first king of Israel. 
During the past year, a common shepherd boy named, David, has increasingly 
won a place for himself in the royal court, owing to the fact that his voice and 
harp have proven calming to the King's frazzled nerves.  By the time 1 Samuel 
18 opens up, however, David has shown himself as having even greater 
capacity as a warrior, defeating the Philistine, Goliath, Israel's most feared 
enemy.

Put yourself in the place of Saul's eldest son, Jonathan. You watch your dad 
finding more comfort in the song of a relative stranger than in the voice of his 
own son. You see David receiving kudos from your father for the very heroics 
you’d probably have loved to have performed yourself.  Had I been Jonathan, I 
might have looked for ways to exalt myself or minimize the acts of this usurper.  
And yet it is precisely because that sort of insecurity is so real to me -- even in 
my dealings with the people I call “friends” -- that what Jonathan did is so jaw-
dropping amazing. The Bible says: Jonathan took off the robe he was 
wearing and gave it to David, along with his tunic, and even his 
sword, his bow and his belt (1 Sam 18:4).  Jonathan took the very best 
symbols of power/authority he had and, in front of the world, offered them to 



David.  

Now, why did he do that?  Let me hazard a guess. Jonathan saw a gift for 
leadership in David greater than his own. Because his heart was driven by love 
not fear, he wanted to encourage that gift's recognition and development, even 
if it cost him something.  And there is an important principle here. As the 
Apostle says, love is not envious or boastful (1 Cor 13:4).  Philia considers 
the active naming and nurturing of others' gifts one of its greatest privileges 
and priorities. Do YOU? 

Is there someone in your life to whom you could extend deeper friendship by 
naming the special gift or quality you see in them? Is there an ability in one of 
your kids (or someone else's) that you might invest some time or money to 
help equip or cultivate?  Could God be calling you to surrender something of 
your pride or position to empower someone else to develop their potential? 
Jonathan models something vital for us here: Love ATTACHES (commits) 
themselves to others through thick and thin. And, secondly, love AFFIRMS the 
gifts and ARMS the potential it sees in a friend.  

A Friend Admonishes Another

But Philia Love does something else too. Sometimes one of the best signs that 
someone has moved beyond being a mere companion to being a real friend to 
you is that he or she ADMONISHES (warns) you in the face of danger. I think in 
this regard of another scene from the life of David and Jonathan.  As the Bible 
story goes, David's mounting popularity as a soldier-leader increasingly 
enflamed King Saul with paranoid jealousy. The Bible says that, eventually, 
Saul told his son Jonathan and all [his] attendants to kill David (1 Sam 
19:4). 

Again, put yourself in Jonathan's shoes. One voice inside of you is saying: 
"Look, if I sit on what I know, I'll avoid enraging Dad, and maybe nothing will 
happen to David after all."  Another voice is shouting: "No! How can you say 
you love your father or your friend and do nothing here!?"  And still another 
voice rumbles: "C'mon, even if I go to David, who's to say he won't turn on me 
for being related to such bad news?"  
Raise your hand if you LIKE being the bearer of tough tidings?  I’m with you. 
Yet, we've got people close to us who are quietly drinking themselves into 
oblivion. We know people who are flirting or dancing with disaster through 
some breach of business or marital ethics. There are friends in our circle who 
are leaking anger, hurt, or insecurity that is poisoning their performance or their 
relationships. What is God’s voice telling you and me to do about these 
realities? 

The Bible says that Jonathan sought David out, took his heart in his hand, and 
told him the terrible truth: My father Saul is looking for a chance to kill 



you. Be on your guard (1 Sam 19:2). I think of the friends in my life who 
have had the kind of commitment to loving me required to admonish me, when 
it couldn't have been easy for them.  I can be so defensive, so adept at making 
slick excuses, so prone at turning the focus on them, that I don't know how 
anyone has the guts to warn me of the dangers I invite. But I thank you, God, 
that you have placed some Jonathans in my life. If only Jonathan had still been 
alive a few years later when David was lingering on the balcony fantasizing over 
Bathsheba.  If only YOU and I will commit ourselves to loving someone enough 
to admonish them in the hours ahead, who knows what redeeming story God 
might write through you and me?

A Friend Advocates for Another

What a FRIEND Jonathan was!  I could show you other times when someone 
was attacking David and it would have been so easy for Jonathan to keep silent 
or become a back-stabber. You’ve been in those situations, I’m sure. Blaise 
Pascal once observed that: "If all men knew what others say of them [behind 
their back], there would not be four friends in the world."  But instead we’re 
told: Jonathan spoke well of David to Saul his father and said to him, 
“Let not the king do wrong to his servant David; he has not wronged 
you, and what he has done has benefited you greatly” (1 Sam 19:4).  
Here’s another thing that filial love does. Love ADVOCATES faithfully for others 
behind-the-scenes.  And more than once, that advocacy didn’t just help David; 
it saved his life (1 Sam 19:4-8). What kind of an advocate are you for the 
people in your life?

A Friend Aspires for Another

There is one final act of love which Jonathan displays that I'd rather focus our 
attention on in closing today.  In 1 Samuel 23 we find the last recorded 
encounter between David and his BFF, before Jonathan is cut down in battle.  
The scene is David's secret encampment in the Desert of Ziph.  By now, Saul 
has declared David a national traitor. The king's armies are roving the 
countryside like ISIS patrols determined to find and kill an infidel  We can only 
guess how utterly despairing David must have felt as he hid amongst the rocks, 
hoping against hope that he wouldn't be found.  

All of a sudden there is the crack of a twig snapped by an unexpected boot.  
We can imagine David whirling in his hiding place, grabbing for his knife, only 
to see emerging from the shadows the broad grin of the very best of his 
friends.  And then, from the mouth of Saul's own son ushers forth words that 
must have seemed naïve or crazy in the darkness of that hour, but within the 
year would prove prophetic: Don't be afraid, my father Saul will not lay a 
hand on you. You will be king over Israel. (1 Sam 23:17) The scriptures 
say that Jonathan travelled all the way out to the desert for this one purpose: 
[He] helped [David] find strength in God. (1 Sam 23:16).



Dear ones, there are people out there in the desert who need somebody who 
will move beyond the affection of mere companionship to the deeper kind of 
love that is philia, FRIENDSHIP. Someone you know needs a friend who 
ASPIRES for others when the day is dark and helps them find strength in God.  

Will you love some others in these ways this week? Don’t do it out of duty or 
obligation. Do it out of delight and gratitude. Do it because of WHO has 
befriended YOU. You see, you and I have a friend who has attached himself to 
us in a forever commitment. He gave up all he had to affirm our worth and 
offers us his Spirit to arm us with the power to fulfill our potential. Our friend 
gives us his Word to admonish us where we are in danger and he advocates our 
case each day before the Father in heaven. One day, his aspirations for you and 
me will be completely fulfilled and all your strength will be in God.

"I have called you FRIENDS," says Jesus. "You did not choose me, but I 
chose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit that will last... This 
is my command: love each other. (John 15:15-17)

Let us pray... Gracious God, keep us from ever forgetting what a friend we have 
in Jesus. Keep us ever mindful of how badly others need us to love them as you 
have. Then send us forth newly committed to being for at least one or two 
other souls, the very best of friends, forever. For this we pray in the name of 
Jesus. Amen.
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Many thanks to Dr. David Hull for his seminal perspectives on the friendship between David and 
Jonathan.

Lewis B. Smedes, Caring and Commitment: Learning to Live the Love We Promise, excerpts from 
chapter 6.
2 Samuel 1:17-25
2 Samuel 1:26



1 Samuel 18:3; 23:18


